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The Fall of America Journals, 1965-1971 is the third installment of Allen Ginsberg’s journals 
edited by Michael Schumacher, following Iron Curtain Journals: January-May 1965 (2018) 
and South American Journals: January-July 1960 (2019). With this latest volume, 
Schumacher, author of the monumental Ginsberg biography, Dharma Lion (1992), has 
continued to provide readers insight into Ginsberg’s travels, ideas, and creative processes 
during the tumultuous 1960s. While the first two volumes recorded Ginsberg’s time 
abroad, The Fall of America Journals has Ginsberg crisscrossing the nation as he tried to 
gauge a society that seemed to be coming apart at the seams.  
  
Clearly with an eye on posterity, Ginsberg recorded his experiences in diary entries, 
dream journals, poetry, and more detailed extended scenes. Much of The Fall of America 
Journals is made up of drafts of poetry that was later collected in Planet News, 1961-1967 
(1968) and The Fall of America: Poems of These States, 1965-1971 (1972). The latter won the 
National Book Award for Poetry, attesting both to Ginsberg’s growing acceptance by the 
literary establishment and the widespread antipathy toward the Vietnam War, since 
many poems criticized the war and the Johnson administration’s handling of it. Other 
notable events covered in The Fall of America Journals include his reactions to the deaths 
of Jack Kerouac and Neal Cassady (the “secret hero” of “Howl”), and a hiking trip 
through the mountains of the Pacific Northwest with poet Gary Snyder, something 
Kerouac had also done previously and written about in his novel The Dharma Bums (1958). 
 
From the perspective of Ginsberg’s poetics, The Fall of America Journals is devoted to the 
development of what he called “auto-poesy.” As Schumacher explains, having already 
been “heavily influenced by Jack Kerouac’s methods of spontaneous composition,” 
Ginsberg used a reel-to-reel tape recorder that Bob Dylan had given him “to record his 
thoughts and observations” on his travels in a van throughout the US, having come to 
believe “that taping was an ideal way to pursue his own spontaneous work” (np). In that 
way, Ginsberg experimented with auto-poesy, recording his impressions about what he 
was seeing. But he also noted roadside signs, what was playing on the radio—everything 
from pop songs to fragments of political speech—as well snippets of what others in the 
van happened to be reading or saying. The tape recorder captured all this, and Ginsberg 
transcribed it in his notebooks. The results are spontaneous-feeling portraits of the 
present moment as Ginsberg was experiencing it, so one gets the sense of the poet 
navigating the “planet thoughtwaves” comprised of a cacophony of voices.  
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Perhaps the most successful example of the auto-poesy technique is “Wichita Vortex 
Sutra,” the drafts and fragments of which take up more than 25 pages in The Fall of 
America Journals (97-123). Written in the early part of 1966, the long poem is Ginsberg’s 
major statement on the Vietnam War, analyzing how the “Black Magic Language / 
formulas for reality” (110) used by politicians and others in power justified the war via 
dishonest euphemism and other rhetorical sleights-of-hand. As Schumacher points out 
in a headnote, Ginsberg felt “Wichita Vortex Sutra” was “so vital that he published it in 
Planet News rather than wait to include it in The Fall of America” (91). What is striking 
when comparing the drafts of “Wichita Vortex Sutra” to the published versions in Planet 
News and then in Collected Poems is how similar they are. While it is not strictly true that 
Ginsberg didn’t revise at all, the substance of “Wichita Vortex Sutra” is the same from 
journal draft to published poem, although he did rearrange lines or stanzas slightly or 
switch out particular words or phrases for more evocative synonyms.  
 
This is a notable difference from Ginsberg’s most famous poem, “Howl,” composed in 
1955. As shown in the Howl: The Original Draft Facsimile (1986)—compiled in collaboration 
with Ginsberg—“Howl” underwent several fairly substantive drafts. Whether this 
difference has to do, as Schumacher suggests, with Ginsberg having more carefully 
curated certain parts of his notebooks (“the auto-poesy,” Schumacher writes, “unlike 
earlier notebook scribblings, were earmarked for publication and, as such, were the 
results of heightened awareness” (xiv)), or is explained by Ginsberg’s renewed 
commitment to spontaneity, or merely by his growing self-assurance as a poet, it is 
instructive to see these drafts in much the same shape as the published poems. 
 
Aficionados of Beat writing might note the minor but significant changes from draft to 
published version in other poems included in The Fall of America Journals. For example, 
“Memory Gardens,” an elegy for Kerouac written on the heels of his untimely death, 
includes a line mentioning John Clellon Holmes, Beat confederate and author of the novel 
Go (1952). In his journals, Ginsberg wrote about Holmes reacting to Kerouac’s death: 
“John Holmes, pursed his lips, cynic / & empty-eyed robot, and wept tears” (479). For the 
published version, Ginsberg deleted the descriptors “cynic / & empty-eyed robot,” thus 
leaving a poignant image of a grieving Holmes without labeling him a cynic or a typically 
emotionless robot. Although the journals do not offer specific justifications for such a 
change, one can speculate that Ginsberg felt he was being needlessly unkind to Holmes, 
and on second thought wanted to burnish his friend’s image rather than denigrate it. 
Whatever his private reasons, comparing the draft to the final version reminds us that 
Ginsberg, conscious of his and others’ public images, adjusted his spontaneous emotional 
responses in work that would persist on the printed page.  
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Beyond the poetry itself, a highlight of The Fall of America Journals is Ginsberg’s encounter 
with 83-year-old Ezra Pound in Venice, Italy. Ginsberg knew that meeting a literary lion 
of the previous generation had symbolic resonances, so along with the informal 
descriptions of their meetings, he also determined to write a more detailed account while 
events were fresh in his mind. Prone to long silences, Pound was apparently processing 
his legacy, which was conflicted to say the least: on the one hand, he was a driving force 
behind literary modernism, both for his own work and his editorial energies; on the other, 
he had been reviled for being a vocal supporter of Mussolini and Italian Fascism during 
World War II, and for professing his virulently anti-Semitic beliefs. Ginsberg, as both 
figurehead of a new literary generation and a self-described “Buddhist-Jew” (318), was 
acutely aware of Pound’s complicated legacy and was attuned to it in their meetings. In 
their first, Ginsberg tried to draw out a largely silent Pound by playing him contemporary 
rock music—The Beatles, Bob Dylan, and Donovan—smoking pot, and chanting mantras 
to Krishna and others (302-3). Seemingly unmoved, Ginsberg records, the aged poet sat 
“impassive, earnest, attentive, asmile” (303). 
 
Ginsberg had better luck over the next few days, in asking Pound specific questions about 
his poetry, including the present-day whereabouts of particular Venetian locations he 
referenced (313-14). Pound seemed to warm to Ginsberg when the younger poet 
explained how Pound’s work in the Cantos helped to “clarify my perceptions” (318) about 
the world and language’s ability to represent it. Apparently in a self-recriminatory mood, 
Pound insisted on his failure, that “any good has been spoiled by my intentions—the 
preoccupation with irrelevant and stupid things.” And Pound laid bare those “stupid 
things”: “my worst mistake was the stupid suburban prejudice of anti-Semitism, all along, 
that spoiled everything” (318). Pound seemed unburdened by this declaration, and 
Ginsberg reacted graciously; their time together ended with Ginsberg blessing Pound 
and asking for a blessing in return (320-21). It is yet another way Ginsberg was canny 
about writing himself into literary history. 
 
One quibble with The Fall of America Journals is Schumacher’s erratic annotations of 
figures mentioned in the journals. While he provides explanatory notes for major figures, 
his annotations of other persons can be hard to follow. For example, over the span of two 
pages of “Wichita Vortex Sutra,” Schumacher annotates Dean Rusk and Maxwell Taylor, 
explaining that they were Secretary of State and US Ambassador to South Vietnam, 
respectively, but leaves unexplained two figures whom Ginsberg calls “the Hawks”: John 
C. Stennis, a Senator from Mississippi (whom Ginsberg erroneously calls “Stennis from 
Missouri,” a mistake he corrected in the published version of the poem), and George 
Aiken, Senator from Vermont (who does not even appear in the index). Ginsberg was 
using the chorus of these and other voices in “Wichita Vortex Sutra” as evidence of the 
“Black Magic Language” he saw as warping public perceptions about the war, and yet I 
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couldn’t quite follow Schumacher’s logic in glossing some important public figures but 
not others. 
 
All told, The Fall of America Journals is a fascinating look into the daily life and creative 
processes of a major American literary figure. It should be welcome reading for anyone 
interested in the confluences of aesthetics and politics in the postwar era.  
  


